
250 Series

The Tidel TR250 note recycler is designed for organiza-
tions that handle large volumes of banknotes on a daily 
basis.  With a volume capacity of over 10,000 notes at a
processing speed of 8 notes per second, the TR250 
o�ers the performance and capacity required to
automate a high volume, transaction-heavy cash room
environment.



At the heart of the TR250 is the software solution that 
powers it. The TR250 software suite is expansive, easy 
to use, and completely adaptable to any user environ-
ment. The TR250 software simplifies the process of 
managing users, assigning permissions, running 
reports, and managing cash balances. The TR250 
o�ers a status bar that provides a dashboard-like
status of all system components, allowing for proac-
tive engagement when needed. The TR250 also
enables remote access capability, so authorized
parties can perform necessary maintenance, or assist
with troubleshooting, if required.  The TR250 o�ers
the industry’s most comprehensive software package
needed to manage the note and coin processing of a
cash-intensive retail establishment.

The TR250 note recycler enables the automated 
recycling and dispensing of notes in a back o�ice cash 
environment.  With a volume capacity of over 10,000 
notes and note processing speed of 8 notes per 
second, the TR250 secures, automates, and acceler-
ates the start and end of shift processes for cash-in-
tensive businesses. The TR250 enables retail employ-
ees to spend less time counting and handling cash, 
and more time on their core business.

When paired with a Tidel coin recycler, the TR250 is 
an ideal solution for high volume back o�ice cash 
automation - enabling speed, accuracy and account-
ability for the recycling of notes and coin, minimizing 
store float and the frequency of CIT pickups.

The TR253 cash recycling system o�ers integrated note and coin recycling at a throughput 
rate of 3,000 coins per minute, making it ideal for higher volume cash environments.

The TR252 cash recycling system o�ers integrated note and coin recycling at high volumes 
and fast throughput, o�ering improved security, reduced cash handling, and accelerated 
start and end of shift processes for cash intensive retail environments.
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TR250 Series Technical Information

Up to 4

4 recycling cassettes x 2,100 notes each = 
8,400 total note recycling capacity

2,100 notes (Configurable up to 10,500 notes deposit 
by configuring recycle cassettes to deposit only)

10,500 notes

8 notes/second

8 notes/second

Up to 4

3,000 coins/minute

8 coins/second/hopper

41.5” (1,054 mm) x 41.2” (1,046 mm) x 49.53” (1,258 mm)

1,822 lbs. (826 kg)

Up to 4

4 recycling cassettes x 2,100 notes each = 
8,400 total note recycling capacity

2,100 notes (Configurable up to 10,500 notes deposit 
by configuring recycle cassettes to deposit only)

10,500 notes

8 notes/second

8 notes/second

19” (483 mm) x 36.19” (919 mm) x 48.88” (1,242 mm)

850 lbs. (386 kg)

Up to 4

4 recycling cassettes x 2,100 notes each = 
8,400 total note recycling capacity

2,100 notes (Configurable up to 10,500 notes deposit 
by configuring recycle cassettes to deposit only)

10,500 notes

8 notes/second

8 notes/second

Up to 4

8 coin hoppers; each hopper can hold:
1¢: 2,600 coins
5¢: 1,700 coins
10¢: 3,400 coins
25¢: 1,300 coins

240 coins/minute

8 coins/second/hopper

36.5” (927 mm) x 41.2” (1,046 mm) x 46.5” (1,181 mm)

1,396 lbs (633 kg)

 

The Ultimate Choice 
in Cash Recyclers

Note

Recycle Denominations

Recycle Capacity

Deposit Capacity

Total Capacity

Deposit Speed

Dispense Speed

Coin

Recycle Denominations

Recycle Capacity

Deposit Speed

Dispense Speed

Dimensions and Weight

(W x D x H)

Weight

Other Available Features:
Touch Screen Interface    Integrated Printer    iButton for CIT access    Combination style door lock    Optional Biometrics    Remote Management    Remote Bill Upgrades  

 Error recovery videos    Web-based store and management reporting    Nationwide Service Network
 Peer to Peer Networking    Mix and Match Note and Coin recyclers

            U.S.
1¢:     6,800 coins
5¢:    4.200 coins
10¢:   9,600 coins
25¢:  3,700 coins

           CDN
5¢:     4,200 coins
10¢:    9,600 coins
25¢:   2.800 coins
$1:      2,700 coins
$2       2,300 coins

5 coin hoppers; each hopper can hold:

1040 Cardiff Blvd.
Mississauga, ON L5S 1P3 
1.800.268.5457
Email: sales@cashtechcurrency.com

3500 Willow Lake Blvd, Suite 200 
St. Paul, MN 55110 
1.800.872.9433
Email: sales@qwinstar.com

www.cashtechcurrency.com




